cut-to-fit
leg adjustment
system for
workwear
Unique to LODEWORK,
the patented Cut-To-Fit®
leg adjustment system
allows the wearer to adjust
between tall, regular and
short leg lengths.
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introducing our cut-to-fit
leg adjustment system

®

This patented design is the result of extensive research and product
development tried and tested in demanding environments around the
world. Off the shelf it is currently available in hi-vis cargo trousers, technical
coveralls and 3 styles of workwear trousers - straight leg, cargo style and
ripstop. We can also make these to order for your specific application minimum order quantities apply.

how it works

1. Select the desired length
Short
Regular
Tall
(uncut)

2. Cut vertically first
Stop
cutting
before
seam

Short
Regular
Tall
(uncut)

3. Then cut across horizontally

“featuring a patented
innovation, our rugged
lodework coveralls
and trousers are all
manufactured with three
pre-hemmed leg lengths
as standard. they can
then be easily adjusted by
cutting to the required
leg length.”
short (cut below upper seam)
regular (cut below centre seam)
tall (leave uncut as supplied)

4. Repeat on other side
Important! Please refer to the full instructions
which are supplied with the product.
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cut-to-fit delivers clear benefits:
®

Efficient management of stock purchases

A £10,000 order of
work trousers and
coveralls can be
reduced
to
releasing
over
half your
working
capital,

£

£4k

not to mention
equivalent savings in
third party adjustments
and warehouse space.

Unique Selling Point over
competitive products
Inventory saving of 60%
Reduced SKUs - just order waist sizes
 vailable on workwear trousers
A
and technical coveralls (FR, Arc Flash
and Weld)
 omplementary hi-vis polos and
C
soft shell jackets
Made to order variants as required
 an also be made to order with
C
sleeve length adjustment seams

innovative. rugged. versatile.

fr anti-static
coveralls

arc flash & weld
coveralls

hi-vis cargo
trousers

+44 (0)1628 623843 // sales@lode.group
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for ordering information
on our full range of
cut-to-fit products
call 01628 623843 or
email: sales@lode.group
to speak to our experts
®

Lode Group operates and is
certified to ISO 9001:2015,
UKAS approved.

T: +44 (0)1628 623843
E: sales@lode.group
W: www.lode.group | www.lodework.group
lode group limited, 70 st. mark’s road,
maidenhead, SL6 6DW, united kingdom.
LODE and LODEWORK are registered trade marks of Lode Group Ltd. © Copyright 2021. All rights reserved.

Lode Group is an official
safety equipment supplier
and innovation partner for
Network Rail
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